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Economic challenges
slow record cyber pace
The month of June has brought relative uncertainty
to the rapidly growing cyber security economic
landscape.
Thanks to a temporary freeze in the IPO market and
a plunge in software stocks, up-and coming cyber
unicorns have faced unique challenges and have had
to take unwanted precautions.
In this month’s insights we take a closer look at the
macroeconomic environment and what that means
for the cyber community, taking a closer look at the
layoffs themselves.
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We also take a quick look at the cyber fallout from the
crypto-crash and examine some of the key themes
from the much-heralded return of RSAC in San
Francisco.

In this issue:
Job cuts hit cybersecurity industry despite
surging growth from ransomware attacks
Cybersecurity Upstart Automox Lays Off
Workers, Blames ‘Macroeconomic Environment’
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Market Insights
The Reaper Comes for Cyber
Unicorns

Job cuts hit cybersecurity industry
despite surging growth from
ransomware attacks

It looks like cybersecurity vendor unicorns will
follow tech companies as they begin to prepare
for macroeconomic headwinds and a much more
conservative investor environment. Just 12 months
ago, the cybersecurity start-up ecosystem seemed
fine, with more funding coming in and valuations
continuing to skyrocket. In November of 2021,
Lacework raised $1.3 billion on a valuation of $8.3
billion, bringing it to $1.9 billion raised in total.
Cybereason raised $275 million in July 2021 and
$750.6 million total, and OneTrust raised $926.4
million in total. But in June 2022, Lacework cut 20%
of its workforce, Cybereason cut 10% of its workforce,
and OneTrust cut 25% days after RSAC.

Nothing has lowered Cybereason’s expectations for
growth. Rather, the continuing rise in ransomware
attacks has forced its clients to bolster spending
on security systems, putting the security software
company ahead of schedule when it comes to
revenue.
Read article

Why the cryptocurrency market
crash portends bad times for
cybersecurity

Read article

An analyst told me late last evening that anyone
who has invested in bitcoins in the last 18 months
would have lost some investment value in this crash.
In addition to legitimate investors, Bitcoin was also
a favourite investment ground for criminals of all
hues including cybercriminals and even APT groups
that pumped in almost 300 million USD in the last 3
months of 2021 alone.

Cybereason Layoffs: lacking Nearterm IPO Options, Security Software
company cuts staff
Cybereason layoffs will impact roughly 100 employees
across Israel, the United States and Europe, according
to Calcalist. The Cybereason job cuts represent
about 10% of the endpoint security company’s staff,
Information Security Media Group reported.

Read article

Read article

In Case You Missed RSA Conference
2022: A News Digest

Cybersecurity Upstart Automox
Lays Off Workers, Blames
‘Macroeconomic Environment’

RSA Conference 2022 — If you didn’t make the trip
to San Francisco last week for the RSA Conference or
were too busy watching the Golden State Warriors
battle the Boston Celtics in the NBA Finals, Dark
Reading has you covered. Here’s a compilation of our
news analysis and commentary before, during, and
after the show:RSA have provided an overview of this
year’s finalists.

The start-up layoffs keep on coming within the
security sector.
Automox, a Boulder, Colo.-based cybersecurity firm
that last year raised $110 million in new funding, is
the latest later-stage security start-up to announce
layoffs amid deteriorating economic conditions.

Read article

Read article
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